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RIVALS FOR THE NE-W

Lynn Garafola
n the early 19 2 0S the Ballets Russes faced a rival
that challenged its monopoly of avant-garde ballet
-the Ballets Suedois. Organized by Rolf de Mare,
the new company made its debut at the Theatre des
Champs-Elysees on 25 October 1920 with an ambitious
program of works choreographed by Jean Borlin, the
company's star. Four ballets were given on the opening
night-Iberia, Jeux (Games), Derviches (Dervishes), and
Nuit de Saint-Jean (Saint John's Night, or Midsummer
Night's Revel)-and in the course of the season, which
lasted for nearly six weeks, five new ones were addedDiver1:isse71lent, Maison de flus (Madhouse), Le To71lbeau
de Couperin (The Tomb of Couperin), El Greco, and Les
Vierges folies (The Foolish Virgins). The premiere was a
glamorous affair. Serge Diaghilev, anxious to weigh the
potential threat to his own enterprise (then performing
in London), braved a Channel crossing for a glimpse
of the new company, which ended its season only days
before his Ballets Russes was scheduled to open at the
same theater.
Diaghilev had genuine cause for concern. The Ballets
Russes had managed to survive the First World War, but
financially its position was shaky. Rich Russian patrons
had disappeared with the Revolution, German touring
venues with the Axis defeat. For months the company

had been a "turn" on the English music-hall stage, while
its grand postwar comeback at the Paris Opera early in
1920 had been marred by a two-week strike of Opera
personnel. And where the opening season of the Ballets
Suedois would offer fifty-odd performances, the Ballets
Russes season that followed would consist of fewer than
a dozen.
Still, Diaghilev must have found some consolation in
the identity-or lack of identity-of the rival enterprise.
To all appearances the new company was a knock-off of
the Ballets Russes, from its name, which meant "Swedish
Ballet," to its repertory, roster of collaborators, and
general aesthetic approach. Indeed, most of the works
presented during the troupe's maiden season recalled its
Russian predecessor. Iber-ia, for instance, drew on the
Spanish idiom of Le Tricome (1919); El Greco on the
painterly approach of Las Meninas (1916); and Nuit de
Saint-Jean on the stylized neoprimitivism of Le Soleil
de nuit (1916). The eighteenth-century setting of Le
To71lbeau de Couper-in (Fig. I) was reminiscent of Le
Pavillon d'Armide (1909), while the Chopin music and
romantic style of Diver1:isse71lent and Pas de deux invoked
Les Sylphides (1909).1 Jeux, premiered by the Ballets
Russes in 1913 and now recreated by the Ballets Suedois,
testified even more dramatically to de Mares adoption
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of the Diaghilev recipe.
Not only did de Mare model his initial repertory on
that of the Ballets Russes, he also enlisted a number of
Diaghilev collaborators. These included the composers
Claude Debussy (]eux and La Botte it joujoux [The ToyBox]) and Maurice Ravel (Le Tombeau de Coupe1'in), the
painter Pierre Bonnard (who designed the scenery for
Jeux), and the poet Jean Cocteau (who created Les
Mariis de la Tour Eifiel [The Newlyweds on the Eiffel
Tower]). De Mare also drew on key Diaghilev collaborative ideas. Rejecting the nineteenth-century specialist
tradition, he commissioned stage designs from easel
painters and scores from symphonic composers, freelancers who formed the company's larger creative community. He viewed ballet as a fully collaborative medium
where artists met as equals and performance combined
the functions of art gallery, concert hall, and theatrical
showcase. "Modern ballet," he wrote in 1926, "is ... the
synthetic fusion of four fundamentally divergent arts:
choreography, painting, music, and literature .... The
Swedish Ballet has always held as its principle the intimate association of the [se] four arts ... [which] mutually
supplement one another [and] offer the possible
approach to a perfect totality."2
Finally, like Diaghilev before him, de Mare used the
exotica of folklore to define the national character of his
enterprise. Even if a number of dancers were actually
Danish,) the display of traditional Swedish costumes,
themes, and dances in works like Nuit de Saint-Jean
and Dansgille (Dance Feast or Dances at a Gathering)
certified the company's "native" identity. Nonetheless,
like the Ballets Russes, the Ballets Suedois was preeminently a showcase for the modern. The company's scores
(apart from the traditional music for its Swedish works)
were either new or recently minted; its decors reflected
current trends in painting and stage design; its choreography explored contemporary idioms and styles. The
organization of the company also followed the lines qf
its predecessor. Privately financed, it was a vehicle for
its male star, de Mares protege and lover Jean Borlin.
If imitation is any measure of success, Diaghilev had
good reason to be flattered by the new venture.
The Ballets Suedois had resources, however, of which
Diaghilev could only dream. De Mare, a millionaire,
poured a fortune into the company. The dancers wore
costumes from the ateliers of Marie Muelle and Max
Weldy, leading Paris costume houses, and dresses by
the couturiere Jeanne Lanvin. The sets were executed
by Georges Mouveau, the Opera's head scene painter.
Guest conductors were sometimes brought in and, on
occasion, soloists and even special orchestras: one hun-
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Fig. I
Jean Bodin and Carina Ari in Le Tonzbeau de Coupe1'in, Paris, I92O,
cat. no. I93.

dred musicians were hired for the opening season alone.
Posters were commissioned from Paul Colin (Fig. 2),
Francis Picabia, and Miguel Covarrubias.
To ensure the proper environment for his enterprise
de Mare took a seven-year lease on the Theatre des
Champs-Elysees, the magnificent art-nouveau theater
where Le Sacre du printemps had received its premiere.
He founded La Danse, the only Paris dance magazine
of the period, which chronicled the activities of the company at length, while according the Ballets Russes only
a fraction of the coverage. De Mare also acquired the
publications Le Monsieu1', Paris-Journal, and Le Thiiltn.
This last was a glossy monthly that merged with Comoedia
illustTi in 1922, eliminating another source of publicity
for the Ballets Russes, whose programs for years had
appeared as inserts in the semimonthly magazine.
The new company quickly struck out on its own. A
publicity leaflet (Fig. 3) for its November 1921 season,
which opened in Paris just weeks after the London premiere of Diaghilev's The Sleeping Princess, announced the
change in direction in the provocative tones of a dada
manifesto and in terms that cast the Ballets Russes as a
reactionary bogeyman:
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Fig. 3
Publicity leaflet for the Ballets Suedois, I921.

Only the Ballets Suidois "DARES. "
Only the Ballets Suidois represents contemporary life.
Only the Ballets Suidois is truly against academicism.
AGAINST ALL ACADEMICISMS.
Only the Ballets Suidois can please an international public
because Rolfde Mar'i thinks only about the pleasure of evolution. The Ballets Suidois seeks neither to be old nor to be
modern; it stands beyond the absurdities mounted under the
pretext of THEATRICAL ART; it propagates REVOL UTION by a movement that eve1Y day destroys convention by
1'eplacing it with invention.
LONG LIVE LIFE.4
Between I92I and 1924 de Mare largely succeeded in
edging Diaghilev to the sidelines of avant-garde Paris.
Although the Ballets Russes produced a few works with

impeccable avant-garde credentials, including Prokofiev's
Chout and Stravinsky's Le Renard, it was only in 1923
that Diaghilev staged a modernist masterpiece that transcended the best of his rival's offerings. Les Noces, probably the greatest dance work of the decade, teamed three
of his closest Russian collaborators: Stravinsky as composer, Natalia Goncharova as designer, and Bronislava
Nijinska as choreographer. For the most part, however,
the productions of these years reveal a Diaghilev more
closely attuned to the conservative temper of the Right
Bank than to the dadaist atmosphere of Montparnasse.
From Le Mariage d'Aur01'e and Le Spect1'e de la rose, high
points of the 1922 season, to Les Tentations de la be1'gl:n,
Cimarosina, and the series of nineteenth-century
operas-Emmanuel Chabrier's Une Education manquie,
Charles Gounod's La Colombe, Le Midecin malgTi lui, and
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Fig. 4
Margit Wahlander and Paul Eltorp in Les Maries de la
Paris, 1921, cat. no. 210.
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Philemon et Baucis-presented in Monte Carlo early in
I924, a significant part of the Ballets Russes repertory
turned away from modernism and themes from contemporary life.
For the Ballets Suedois, by contrast, these were years
of frenzied experiment, as the company became a meeting ground for the most exciting young talents of Paris.
A key figure in this ferment was Jean Cocteau. An early
enthusiast of the Ballets Russes, he had contributed to
two of its productions, the lackluster Le Dieu bleu (I9I2)
and Parade (I9I7), a small gem that evoked the poetry
of the fairground and, through the designs by Picasso,
brought cubism to the ballet stage. Three years later, at
the Comedie des Champs-Elysees, Cocteau produced Le
Boeu!SUI' Ie to it, an "American farce," as he described it,
"by a Parisian who has never been in America," set in a
Prohibition-era speakeasy.s The following year came Les
Maries de la Tour Eiffel, another tribute to the "poetry
and miracle of everyday life," represented this time by
a madcap wedding party at the most famous monument
of Paris (Fig. 4). 6 The work grew out of Cocteau's
Saturday-night dinners with the "faithful"-painters
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Jean Hugo, his wife, Valentine Gross Hugo, and Irene
Lagut; writers Paul Morand and Raymond Radiguet;
and the composers of the group recently baptized "Les
Six"-Louis Durey, Georges Auric, Francis Poulenc,
Germaine Tailleferre, Arthur Honegger, and Darius
Milhaud. Nearly all contributed to Maries: sets were
by Lagut, costumes and masks by Jean Hugo, and
music by all the members ofLes Six except Durey; it
was reviewed in La Nouvelle Revue franfaise by Paul
Morand. 7 Cocteau was temporarily at odds with
Diaghilev and so offered the work to de Mare, who
promptly offered him a contract. 8
Along with Maries, the outstanding work of the I92 I
season was L'Homme et son desi1' (Man and His Desire).
Conceived by Milhaud and the poet and dramatist
Paul Claudel during his wartime diplomatic service in
Brazil, the work was intended for Vaslav Nijinsky, whose
appearance with the touring Ballets Russes had "so
impressed" Claudel that he "immediately conceived the
subject of a ballet for him."9 However, Nijinsky's dancing days were numbered, and Diaghilev, whom Milhaud
approached in I920, rejected the project. "My symbolic
and dramatic ballet," the composer wrote, "no longer
corresponded with the needs of the day."lo Milhaud took
the work to de Mare, who agreed to stage it in spite of
the expense of hiring the four singers, eleven instrumental soloists, and seventeen extra percussion instruments
required by the score.
"A plastic drama ... born of the Brazilian forest,"
as Claudel described the ballet in a program note,
L'Homme et son desir was a work of major significance.
The theme, he wrote elsewhere, is that of "man trapped
in a passion, an idea, a desire, and vainly endeavouring
to escape, as though from a prison with invisible bars,
until the point when a woman, the image of both Death
and Love, comes to claim him and take him with her
offstage."l1 The score was equally provocative, with
passages for unaccompanied percussion-clashing cymbals, tiny bells, panpipes-that evoked the nocturnal
sounds of the forest, the ballet's primal world. The most
striking aspect of the production was its setting, which
Claudel had worked out with the painter Audrey Parr.
The stage was divided into four tiers (including the
stage floor) representing the different planes of symbolic
action. On the uppermost tier were the Hours, a dozen
women who moved across the stage for the entire duration of the action, framing it temporally and spatially.
Just below was the flame-colored Moon, and on the
lowest tier, her shadow; groups of musicians were ranged
vertically at the sides.
The drama unfolded at the center: here, clad only in
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briefs and body makeup to create the effect of sculptural
nudity, Man endured the torments of memory and illusion that ended only with the coming of day (Figs. 5-6).
The mysticism that infused the work (critic Florence
Gilliam spoke of "its trance-like remoteness" and "throb
of hidden passion"),12 along with the organization of
stage space and the use of rhythmic movement, recalled
Emile J aques-Dalcroze's experiments at Hellerau, where
Claudel's play The Tidings Brought to Marie had received
its premiere in I912.
In I922 came another Ballets Suedois milestone,
Skating Rink. The work was based on a prose poem
by Ricciotto Canudo, who saw the rink as a mirror of
contemporary life-anguished, full of carnal longing,
hate, and desperation. From the incessant circling of the
crowd to the frenzied lovemaking of the Madman to the
sudden intrusion of his knife-wielding rival, the ballet
pulsed with violence and working-class life in the raw.
The score, by Honegger, was as feverish as the action,
"speed[ing] along," as critic Emile Vuillermoz put it,
"like the skaters' roller skates on the cement floor, ... lit
by the arc lamps and muffled by the cigarette smoke."ll
As with L'HolJlme et son desir', the most striking aspect
of the ballet was its design. The curtain, scenery, and
costumes weJ;e by Fernand Leger, and their bold geometric shapes, flattened perspectives, and brilliant colors
formed an enormous abstract painting. Leger conceived
the action as an interplay of moving shapes and shifting
color constellations, a sequence of images that changed
according to the evolution of the dance but absorbed the
dancer into the scenic landscape. "Leger does away with
the dancer as a representation of human elements," wrote
Maurice Raynal after the premiere. "The dancer, in
his view, should become an integral part of the decor, a
plastic element that will be a moving part of the decor's
plastic elements." By way of example he describes a
moment in the ballet where Leger arranged the "mobile
decor"-or dancers-in contrasting masses, with "ten
characters in red, moving at speed set against ten characters in yellow, moving slowly." 14 The approach was an
extension of cubofuturist ideas that had circulated within
the avant-garde since the early I9IOS, and that Diaghilev
had explored during the war, not only in Feu d'artijice
(I9I7), which eliminated the dancer entirely, but also
in Fortunato Depero's unrealized Le Chant du rossignol,
where the artist described the chief interest of the dances
as being the "movement of volumes."15
Leger's second commission for the Ballets Suedois
was La Creation du monde (The Creation of the World),
produced in I92 3. Probably the most distinguished of de
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Mares productions, it teamed the painter with Milhaud
and the poet Blaise Cendrars and drew on their common
interest in Mrican and Mrican-derived folk forms. Based
on African creation myths, the ballet owed its genesis
to Cendrars, who had recently published an account
of Mrican folk beliefs under the title Anthologie negr'e.
The theme was timely. Although artists like Picasso and
Henri Matisse had discovered Mrican art long before
the war, it was only in the immediate postwar years that
it commanded widespread public attention. A number
of events fueled this growing interest-Paul Guillaume's
"Premiere exposition d'art negre et d'art oceanien" at the
Galerie Devambez in May I9I9; La Fete negre, an evening
of avant-garde performance organized by Cendrars and
others at the Comedie des Champs-Elysees the following month;16 and Borlin's SculptZt1'e negre, presented on
a program of solo works at the same theater in March
I920. In addition, there was jazz. Introduced to Paris by
American soldiers toward the end of the war, it invaded
music halls and dance halls, concert halls and art galleries, prompting an exodus of Mrican-American musical talent across the AtlanticY
African-derived music had fascinated Milhaud ever
since his days in Brazil. In I922 he went to New York.
The music he heard in Harlem was a revelation:

Against the beat of the drums the melodic lines crisscrossed in
a br'eathless pattern of broken and twisted rhythms. A Negress
whose gmting voice seemed to come from the depths of the
centzwies. .. sang over and over again, to the point of exhaustion, the same refrain, to which the constantly changing
melodic pattern of the orchestra wove a kaleidoscopic backgr'ound. ... Its effect on me was so overwhelming that I
could not tear myself away. 18
These Harlem memories found their way into
Creation. The orchestra of seventeen solo instruments
was the same he had observed in Harlem, while the
score made "wholesale use of the jazz style."19 Critics
dismissed the music as frivolous, or worse. "The feeling
one gets listening to Darius Milhaud's latest production
is rage," wrote Pierre de Lampommeraye in Le Menestrel.
"Going back to tom-toms, xylophones, bellowing brass,
and noise is not progress."20
Leger, for his part, went far beyond his previous
experiments. In Creation the scenic elements themselves
were mobile, while the human figure became a fully
pictorial element indistinguishable from the surrounding
objects. The curtain, in the style of synthetic cubism,
rose to reveal three enormous deities, the gods of creation. Twenty-six feet tall, they were shifted by invisible
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dancers, and as they began to move, the creatures of a
magical, Mrican forest-birds, crocodiles, monkeys,
insects-came to life. Finally, the first human couple
was born. Masked and wearing black leotards tattooed
in white, the two were joined by dancers enveloped in
constructions that covered everything but their feet.
Transformed into moving sculpture, the "human material," as Leger would later write, "had the same spectacle
value as the object and the decor."21
Jazz in a lighter vein was featured in another work of
the October I 92 3 season-VVithin the Quota. Conceived
for the American tour that began the following month,
the ballet teamed two expatriates, composer Cole Porter
and painter Gerald Murphy, on this tale of immigrantmakes-good that opened in the United States just as
Congress was about to severely restrict immigration.
Diaghilev almost certainly missed the work in Paris,
but had he seen it he would have found it detestable.
"The whole of Venice," he wrote to Boris Kochno in
1926, "is up in arms against Cole Porter because of his
jazz and his Negroes. He has started an idiotic night
club on a boat ... and now the Grand Canal is swarming
with the very same Negroes who have made us all run
away from London and Paris."22 Although Parade had
introduced both ragtime and the American theme to
the ballet stage, Diaghilev dropped them both once they
became associated with blacks. De Mare, by contrast,
had an abiding interest in the cultural expressions of
Mrica and the Mrican diaspora. 23 He made documentary
films of African dance (which Borlin used in preparing
La Creation du monde) and, after the demise of the Ballets
Suedois, presented both Josephine Baker (in La Revue
negr'e) and Florence Mills (in Black Bh'ds of I926) at the
Theatre des Champs-Elysees.
Relfiche (Cancelled), the company's swan song, fully
belonged to the Paris avant-garde. Conceived by Francis
Picabia, a painter close to dada and the emerging group
of surrealists, this "snapshot ballet in two acts with a
cinematographic entr'acte" was practically a who's who
of the international avant-garde. The music, based on
children's round games, was by Erik Satie; the set, made
up of 370 lights that dimmed and brightened with the
music, was by Picabia; the film was directed by Rene
Clair and featured cameo appearances by Man Ray,
Marcel Duchamp, Satie, Borlin, Picabia, de Mare, and
various other artists. "Relfiche is life, life as I love it,"
wrote Picabia:

life without morrow, life today . ... Automobile headlights,
ropes ofpearls, ... advertising, music; men in evening dr'ess;
movement, play, clear' and tmnspar'ent wate1; the pleasure of

laughter~

... Relache st1'01ls th1'ough life with a gr'eat burst
of laughter. Relache is aimless movement. Why think?24

Why, indeed? As described by de Mare, the action
was certainly bizarre:

[TJhe cztnain rose on a glitte1'ing and stTange decm~ ... There
We7'e fiashingfioodlights that blinded the audience; a fireman
who stTolled about, smoking nonstop; a woman in an evening
dress who made her' entr'ance through the hall, . .. eight men
in dinner jackets; games for the woman and several jumping
jacks that went on until one of the latter' car"ried her Off.25
In the second act, the authors "trained a cannon at
the audience"-posters with such provocative lines as:
"Those who are discontent are authorized to clear out"
or "There are some-poor imbeciles-who prefer the
ballets at the Opera."26 Judging from the reviews, most
of the critics fell into this category.
The Ballets Suedois cut a wide swathe through avantgarde Paris. Not only did the themes of ballets like La
Creation du monde reflect the interests and pastimes of
its artists, but they were expressed in forms that linked
the company to experiments on the artistic fringe: Leger's
treatment of the performer as an "object-spectacle,"
for instance, recalls Georges Valmier's designs for the
Theatre Art et Action.27 The company's visual artists
received wide coverage in the avant-garde press, including expatriate journals like transition and The Little
Review, which reproduced numerous works by Picabia
and Leger. In September I923 L'Horizon, a monthly
devoted to the art of "today and tomorrow," published
Cendrars's scenario for Creation, an excerpt from
Milhaud's score, and fifteen of Leger's designs. 28

Although de Mare never formally identified the
Ballets Suedois with either dada or surrealism, the network of artists that formed the company's larger community linked the enterprise to both movements. At
the center of this network was Nils Dardel, a Swedish
painter who had settled in Paris in I9IO. A close friend
of de Mare, Dardel had assisted him in assembling the
vast collection of modern art t:J:at presaged his later
commissions as an impresario. He also introduced de
Mare to friends like Cocteau (whose Saturday night
dinners Dardel regularly attended), Leger, Satie, and
the composers of Les Six, as well as to the larger Left
Banle community, in whose social doings Borlin sometimes participated. 29 Although ballet held only minimal
interest for this community, it did turn out for certain
Suedois events. Thus, in October I923, at the invitation-only gala where Marcel L'Herbier filmed the riot
scene of L'Inhumaine (a riot actually provoked by the
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Figs. 7-8
Jean Borlin in the Royal Opera Ballet production of Scbebemzade, Stockholm, I9I9, cat. no. I76.

music of George Antheil, making his Paris debut as a
composer), the audience included Picasso, Satie, Man
Ray, Ezra Pound, James Joyce, Constantin Brancusi,
Milhaud (who wrote the film score), and various surrealists. 3D Left Bank artists also participated in a New Year's
Eve revue by Picabia and Rene Clair that included the
last performance of Relache, a sex farce called Cine Sketch
(with Man Ray as the Blabbermouth, Duchamp as the
Naked Man, and Borlin as the Constable), dances by
Caryathis (La Belle excentrique, to Satie; Le Jongleur, to
Poulenc; Aujoztrd'hui, to Auric), recitations by Yvonne
George (the star of Cocteau's Antigone), and music by
the Georgians, "the latest Jazz-band from New York.31
Although Diaghilev had little sympathy for the more
extreme experiments of the Ballets Suedois, he was certainly not immune to its influence. Beginning in 1923
a number of artists associated with the Ballets Suedois
received their first commissions from him. This group

included not only Auric, Poulenc, and Milhaud, but also
Giorgio de Chirico (who designed La Jm-re [The Jar]
in 1924 for de Mare and Le Bal in 1929 for Diaghilev),
Henri Sauguet (who presented a short program of symphonic works at a Suedois performance in 1923 and in
1927 wrote the music for Diaghilev's La Chatte), and
Man Ray (whose photographs would figure in Diaghilev
programs). In addition to raiding de Mare's stable of
artists, Diaghilev also dipped into his stock of ideas.
Although Parade had drawn on contemporary material
as early as 1917, seven years elapsed before the settings
and activities of the modern world reappeared in his
repertory. When they did, they nearly always bore the
stamp of de Mare's "discoveries": Les Biches (1924) was
composed by Poulenc; Le Train bleu (1924), by Milhaud;
La Pastorale (1926), by Auric; and La Chatte (1927), by
Sauguet. Romeo and Juliet (1926) had designs by Max
Ernst and Joan Mira, surrealists whom Diaghilev stum-
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bled upon only in 1926, even though both had been
working in Paris since early in the decade. With its use
of film and neon light, Ode (1928) was also indebted to
the Ballets Suedois, as was Barabau (1925), a rustic farce
set in Italy that was modeled on La Jarn.
Although the visual element was dominant in certain
Diaghilev works of the 1920S, the Ballets Russes nevertheless remained a showcase for dance, with many talented performers and an outstanding roster of choreographers that included Leonide Massine, Bronislava
Nijinska, and George Balanchine. This was not the case
with the Ballets Suedois. After the initial season, dance
declined in importance as an element of the company's
formula. By 1923, the year of Les Noces, it had become
little more than an accoutrement of the decor.
Although de Mare was deeply interested in folk and
"ethnic" dance forms, he had little sympathy for ballet,
which he equated with the old-fashioned productions
of provincial European opera houses like Stockholm's
Royal Opera. His writings on the Ballets Suedois make
no reference to classical dance language, nor do they
allude to a single work of the classical repertory. Apart
from Borlin, he seldom mentions any of the company's
dancers and gives short shrift to its choreography, concentrating instead on narrative and design. Like
Diaghilev, de Mare was a hands-on director. He never
missed a rehearsal or performance; he dealt with backstage and administrative matters, made artistic decisions,
and accompanied the troupe on all its tourS. 32
One thing he never mentions is attending company
class. Although all the dancers were classically trained,
few had the technical equipment of their Ballets Russes
counterparts. This was partly because standards at the
school affiliated with the Royal Opera in Stockholm,
where most of the dancers had studied, were low in
comparison with the Maryinsky. But it was also a reflection of de Mare's priorities. Unlike Diaghilev, he had
little interest in developing the potential of his dancers
(apart from Borlin) and no interest at all in furthering
their technique. De Mare never hired a ballet master (as
Diaghilev did) to give company class (which was instead
regularly conducted by Borlin), nor was he troubled
when dancers complained they had less and less to dance.
Unsurprisingly, many abandoned the company. Jenny
Hasselquist, a first-rate classicist, left after one season.
Carina Ari, the company's other pnmie1'e danseuse, quit
in 1923. One can only speculate on the part Leger's
insistence that "star performers ... accept the role of
'moving scenery"'33 played in that decision, but one may
be sure that de Mare's exclusive focus on Borlin clashed
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with Ari's own choreographic ambitions. Within two
years of her departure Ari presented an evening-length
work of her own, Scenes dansees. 34
Although the Ballets Suedois was founded as a showcase for Borlin, it was to an even greater extent a vehicle
for the mentor who formed him and led him down a
path that ultimately stunted his growth as a choreographer. Under de Mare's tutelage, Borlin came to regard
painting as the primary source of movement ideas:
Each pictun gives bi1'th in me to an impression that immediately t1'ansf017nS itself into dance. That is why lowe so much
to old and modem masters. They have been an immense help
to me. It is not that I have tried to copy them by making
"tableaux vivants." But they awaken in me 1'ejlections, ideas,
and new dances. 35
Borlin's earliest works belie this credo. His first Paris
concert, a program of solos given six months prior to the
debut of the Ballets Suedois, revealed a strong debt to
Michel Fokine, with whom he had studied in Stockholm
in 1913-14 and in Copenhagen in 1918 (Figs. 7-8).36
Two of the numbers-Arlequin, a Harlequin dance to
Chopin, and Danse celeste, a Siamese dance to Delibes,
(Figs. 9-ro)37-were almost certainly versions of solos
originally choreographed by Fokine for Nijinsky
(Figs. I I - 13)' Indeed, the "graceful spiral 'fall' in a slow
pirouette" that D.-E. Inghelbrecht, who conducted the
concert, remembered Borlin performing in Arlequin 38
came directly from Nijinsky's role in Camaval (Figs.
14-15). Fokine's influence could also be discerned in the
reworking of ethnic material in Danse tzigane and Danse
suidoise, as well as in the music for Derviche-Alexander
Glazunov's "Dance of the Seven Veils"-which Fokine
had previously used for Ida Rubinstein's Salome. The
expressiveness of Borlin's arms, remarked upon by a
number of critics, was another Fokine trademark. The
connection with Nijinsky was underscored by a concert
performance of the music for his first ballet, Debussy's
Prelude al'apres-midi d'un faune. 39
Little is known of Borlin's travels between 1918,
when he left the Royal Opera to work with Fokine,
and 1920, when he produced this Paris concert.
Accompanied by de Mare, who had taken in hand his
education, he spent the winter of 1919 in Spain, where
he worked with Jose Otero and studied the Spanish
dances that found their way into Iberia. He also traveled
to North Africa. Far more intriguing is the year he is
said to have spent familiarizing himself with the dance
currents emanating from Central Europe. De Mare later
told Bengt Hager that Borlin had studied at the Dalcroze

Figs·9- IO
Jean Borlin in the Royal Opera Ballet
production of Dame celeste or Dmlse sia771oise,
Stockholm, 1919, cat. no. 177.
Fig. I I
Vaslav Nijinsky in the Ballets Russes
production of Le Diett bleu, Paris, 1912.
Fig. 12
Jean Borlin in the Royal Opera Ballet
production of Le Dim blett, Stockholm, 1919,
cat. no. 175.
Fig. 13
Jean Borlin in the Royal Opera Ballet
production of Le Dieu blett, Stockholm, 1919,
cat. no. 175.
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Fig. 14
Jean Borlin inA1'lequin, 1919, cat. no. 178.
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school in Geneva. Mary Wigman has said that he stayed
with her in Zurich, where Suzanne Perrottet, Rudolf von
Laban's assistant, thinks he may have come into contact
with the dadaists. 40 Even if none of this information can
be verified, the evidence of Bodin's exposure to eady
forms of German modern dance is clear from a number
of works he presented in 1920 and 1921.
Although as Hager claims, the inspiration for Derviches
(1920) (Figs. 16-17) and the solo on which it was based
may well have come from seeing dervish dances in North
Mrica,41 a more likely source was WIgman's solo The
Dervish. Created in 1917 for a program of Ecstatic Dances
given at the Laban School in Zurich, the piece had many
of the same ingredients as Bodin's later treatmentsemotional exaltation, physical prostration, and the
trancelike spinning that appeared in several of WIgman's
dances of the period. Since the solo was dropped from
the revised version of Ecstatic Dances, Bodin probably
never saw the work in performance. But he could well
have seen it in the studio, and he almost certainly would
have seen Idolatry, another solo from the cycle, which
WIgman performed on several occasions in the spring
of 1919, wearing a straw shift that completely masked
her torso and whirling until she collapsedY
Both the primitivist theme of Idolat1y, where Wigman
was "a being crouch[ed] in the middle of the primeval
forest/'43 and the costuming of the work suggest a link
with the most interesting of the solos presented at
Bodin's first concert, Sculpture negre (Fig. 18). Like
WIgman he wore a bodysuit, and although the contours
of his body were revealed, his face and hands were covered by constructions that gave him the appearance of
a wooden African sculpture.
During the First World War dada artists living in
Zurich had organized "African Nights" at the Cabaret
Voltaire, where Laban's dancers sometimes performed.
For a soiree at the Galerie Dada in 1917 five of these
"Laban-ladies," as Hugo Ball recorded in his diary,
appeared in a new dance "as negresses in long black
caftans and face masks."44 At the city's last dada event,
which took place in April 1919 and which Bodin could
have attended, Suzanne Perrottet performed before a
crowd of 1,500 in a hall that Tristan Tzara described as
"already boiling in the bubbles ofbamboulas."45
Critics who wrote about Bodin's eady performances
occasionally alluded to what appear to be other legacies
of his encounter with WIgman: weight and stillness.
"His dancing," wrote Pierre Scize, "is characterized less
by virtuosity... than by a certain heaviness which appears
to be deliberate." In Sculpture negre, his body "bend[s] as
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if under the weight of an abominable compulsion,"
then slowly rises, "as if ossified by years of contemplative
immobility."46 Pitts Sanborn, referring to EI Greco, spoke
of the atmosphere of "ecstatic madness and cataleptic
aspiration," while Florence Gilliam, in one of several
articles praising L'H07n7ne et son desh', summed up Bodin's
"method of dancing" as "restricted, static, and attitudinal." Henri Beraud, who dismissed the work as "gymnastics according to the method of Professor MUller,
[Bodin's] compatriot," inadvertently attested to the
influence of Dalcroze.4'l
In all of these works as well as Maison de fous
(Madhouse) the choreographer's goal was expression,
achieved not through conventional mimicry or dance
steps but through the deployment of what Elizabeth
Selden called "action-modes"-rising-falling, bendingreaching, rotating and twisting, undulating, heaving,
swaying, vibrating, and shaking-to conveyemotion. 48
In EI G1'eco, wrote the Swedish critic Andreas Lindblom,
"The crowds, as if driven to and fro by some giant
scourge, gesticulate and cry out, voiceless, writhing in
impotence. The lees of the soul are stirred up and float
to the surface."49 Maison de fous offered another nightmare vision:

The cu17ain rises on a group of lunatics. A young woman
arrives. ... Mesmerized by the devilish procession, she feels
madness overcoming her and tries in vain to 1'esist. ... No
longe1' in control of her actions, ... she begins to imitate the
gestures of the . .. people around he1~ They begin to circle
faster and faster; she loses consciozlS1iess, then becomes delirious, falling p1'ey, at last, to a dementia even !nore frenzied
than their' own. 50
As]. Lieubal pointed out in Comoedia illustre, the
work "had nothing in common with the aesthetics of
the Ballets Russes."51 It did, however, explore the same
terrain as WIgman's solos of demonic possession. In
this and other works revealing German dance influence,
Bodin adapted avant-garde movement ideas to the physical scale and theatrical resources of the ballet stage.
Although Massine had drawn on extra theatrical
movement idioms in Parade, most Ballets Russes choreography remained firmly grounded in the danse d'ecole.
Borlin, in contrast, not only incorporated idioms into
his work but did so at the expense of both the classical
and modern idioms on which it had previously rested.
The impetus almost certainly came from Cocteau, who
worked closely with the choreographer in staging Les
Maries de la Tour Eiffel. As Cocteau later wrote, his aim
was to "rehabilitate the commonplace," what Edmund

Fig. IS
EMANUEL ORDONO DE ROSALES

(Italian, 1873-1919)
Vaslav Nijinsky as Harlequin in the Ballets Russes production
of Ca17lival, ca. 1910, cast 1922
Bronze with dark brown patina (II 43 em, with base)
Fine Arts Museums of San Francisco
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Wilson called "the droll and homely aspects of the
Parisian world."52 The work's few dances all derived
from this world of familiar pastimes-the polka for the
Trouville bathing beauty (a role that Borlin himself
sometimes danced), the quadrille and wedding march
for the guests, and the two-step for the "telegrams,"
who looked like Tiller girls.
Skating Rink, too, drew on vernacular idioms-the
gliding and endless circling of roller skaters and the
rough, sexually-charged dancing of working-class apaches.
In Le Tournoi singulier (The Singular Tournament), Eros
carried a golf club and Folly danced a blues (Fig. I9),
while in Within the Quota, Everybody's Sweetheart did a
shimmy. Andre Levinson, who seldom had a good word
for the company, criticized the dancing in this last work
unmercifully. The Swedes, he wrote,

Figs. 16-17
Jean Bodin in Derviches, Paris, 1920, cat. no. 198.

a1'e as awkward on the dance floor as they are in a classical
ballabile .... I consider it the maddest audacity on the part of
the "Swedes" to pit themselves against pelf01'mers of the music
hall, those consummate vi1'tuosi, flawless technicians, imbued
with age-old tmditions. .. who spend ten years elabomting
and completing a turn. You want to make Within the Quota
... a wodd success? Cast Nina Payne as the Jazz Baby,
[Vicente] Escudero as the cowboy, Ml~[Louis] Douglas or John
as the Negro, the Catalans as the Immigrant & the Fai1y ....
Here, then, is a superb theatrical theme-the ironic tmd
pictul'esque apotheosis ofAmericanism-reduced to a trifle.
Once all aesthetic controversy is put aside, the truth hits you:
whatever the contribution of its painters, musicians, and poets,
the Ballets Sufdois will never succeed in creating a work ofa1't
so long as its ballets are danced by the Ballets !}ufdois. 53
Although this criticism of the dancers in general
and Borlin in particular seems unduly harsh, there were
other complaints even during the earliest seasons, which
Levinson never saw. Referring to the "manifestos" that
accompanied the appearance of the company, Reynaldo
Hahn wrote in I920, "To declare that [Borlin's] young
company is 'all of the highest order,' when a majority of
its members would cut a sorry figure at the dance examinations of the Paris Opera... is carrying panegyric...
too far."54 W. J. Turner, who reviewed the company in
London just after its debut, echoed Hahn's criticism,
although his tone was milder. In Divel'tissement, he wrote,
the dancers "were somewhat heavy and rather below
the standard to which the best of the Russians have
accustomed us." Although P. J. S. Richardson, editor
of The Dancing Times, had nothing but praise for Jenny
Hasselquist, he felt that the technique of the company i
n general "would doubtless be improved had they the

Fig. 18
Jean Bodin in Scu/ptln-e negre, Paris, 1920, cat. no. 182.

advantage of daily tuition from a thoroughly experienced maZtn de ballet." Of the company's star he wrote:
"M. Borlin suffers by failing to have that ballon and
elevation which are so essential for the successful male
dancer. As a mime he is remarkable."55
By I92 3 even Florence Gilliam, who had strongly
praised Borlin's performance in L'Homme et son desi1',
aclmowledged his limitations. "As a dancer he has no
great versatility. Certain pleasing attitudes, a graceful
sense of movement, and a few interesting steps are his
only equipment. "56 In another article published that year
she singled out Kaj Smith as being a "more brilliant and
... more varied dancer," noting that "Borlin's dancesteps are almost entirely restricted to certain attitudes
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Fig. 19
TSUGUHARU-LJtONARD FouJITA

Costume design for Folly in Le Tournai singulier, 1924, cat. no. 29.
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and turns which he employs indefatigably in ballets
of the most diverse character," a point also made by
Levinson. 57 Nevertheless she regarded Borlin as a choreographer who was "sophisticated," "gifted with imagination," and "intellectually advanced."58
Gilliam wrote this before the company embarked
on the most experimental chapter of its history. Indeed
the works she cites again and again are those mining
the expressive vein opened by his exposure to modern
German dancemaking. By contrast, she had no sympathy
for the "monstrous inanities" of Les Maries de la Tour
Eijfel,59 and one can only assume that she would have
equally disliked its descendants-VVithin the Quota, Le
Tournai singulier, and Relache-not only because of their
self-conscious modernity, but also because of their
designs, which overwhelmed the dancing and reduced
it to inconsequence. With time Borlin himself grew
resentful of this imbalance, telling Roland-Manuel,
who composed the music for Le Tournai singulier, that
"the dancer must cease to be the sandwich man condemned to carry the great painters' advertisement
board~."60 Borlin's earliest works had eschewed design
completely. Even in ballets like Maison de fOltS, El Greco,
and L'Homme et son desir that incorporated visual
elements, the design had supported rather than undermined the dance conception. De Mare's growing interest
in artists like Picabia and Leger not only destroyed this
balance but also threatened to evict dance entirely from
the avant-garde performance gallery that the company
had become.
De Mare later claimed that he had dissolved the
Ballets Suedois because after Relache it was possible
neither to move ahead nor to turn back: "Relache," he
wrote, "was contrary to our Nordic spirit."61 More to
the point, he could not go forward without transforming
the Ballets Suedois into an enterprise with no role for
the choreographer it was intended to serve. And because
de Mare had no genuine interest in ballet and had
already lost millions, there was no compelling reason
for him to turn back.
Compared to the Ballets Russes, the long-term contribution of the Ballets Suedois to twentieth-century
dance has been slight. The reason for this has less to
do with Levinson's "persistent scorn" for the company,
as Bengt Hager insists,62 than with de Mare's persistent
deemphasis of its dance legacy. Ballets only survive as
living entities when they are performed. After dissolving
the Ballets Suedois, de Mare made no attempt to revive
its works. Borlin, for his part, lacked both the means
and the company to do so. Abandoned by his erstwhile

mentor, Borlin tried his hand at acting, while continuing
to give dance recitals both in France and abroad. WIth
his death in 1930 the possibility of reviving any of his
works vanished.
What survived of those works-designs, posters,
programs, curtains, letters, photographs, press
clippings-was squirreled away in a remarkable collection, all the more valuable because it remained intact.
De Mare, who owned the collection, housed it initially
at the Archives Internationales de la Danse, which he
founded in Paris in 1932, later transferring it to the
Dansmuseet in Stockholm, which he opened in 1953.
Drawing on these materials he organized a few exhibitions. He also published Les Ballets Suedois dans I'mT
cOlltempomill (1931), a limited-edition volume with more
than sixty pages of photographs, fourteen color plates of
designs, descriptions of the ballets (omitting the classical
ones and the dances performed as divertissements), and
dozens of published and unpublished statements by
painters, writers, composers, and critics attesting to the
importance of the company and its works. Only one
dance artist-Fokine-was deemed worthy of inclusion.
Although the volume was intended as a tribute to and
vindication of Borlin, his contribution was outweighed
by the emphasis placed on that of his prestigious collaborators. If the Ballets Suedois has been written out of
dance history, it is because from early on dance was
written out of the company's history by de Mare himself.
For all that Borlin was the troupe's initial raison d'etre,
his legacy exists only to the extent of its presence in the
company's "collectibles." In these autographed letters
and libretti, signed posters, scores, photographs, and
designs lies the true story of the Ballets Suedois. Among
them the dancers, invisible, flit like ghosts in search of a
past willed to oblivion.
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